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PRIMARY SCHOOL
Message from the Executive
Headmaster
Dear Parent / Guardian

Important
Info
TERM 3
16. 07. 2018
TO
28. 09. 2018
_________________

TERM 4
08. 10. 2018

TO
12. 12. 2018

Assalaamu Alaikum

It is hard to believe that the second term is already over.
Although it was a short term, it was
nevertheless a very successful one. Once again this has
been due to the tremendous support we are receiving from
parents.

It is said that it takes a village to raise a child – home, school
and community, all involved and supportive for the benefit
of our learners. If learners are to reach their full potential,
they need the support and encouragement of the entire
community of concerned, caring adults. Parents, and their
situations may differ in many ways, but in spite of their differences, they share something significant in common. Each
and every one is a positive factor in shaping the success of
their child. Each and every one can provide the motivation
that their child needs in order to do their best in school. An
uninvolved parent, justifiably or not, gives a child the message that the child is not important enough to warrant close
attention. An involved parent on the other hand can provide the boost to a learner’s self-esteem that will lead to
greater success and a more fulfilling and accomplished
adulthood.
As a school, we appreciate the support from parents for all
our activities. Orient strives and
excels in all the local, regional and international competitions. Nuzhat Aafreen Amod, our Head Girl was shortlisted to
represented South Africa in the
International Physics Olympiad in Lisbon. The team will be
leaving for Lisbon in July 2018. Saifullah Kathrada (Grade 12)
participated in the International Qiraat Competition in Kuwait. Saifullah finished off in the A plus category with 91,6%.
Khadeeja Rajub (Grade 11) has been selected to attend
the International Mathematics Convention in Lucknow India
in December. Masha Allah, we congratulate these learners
on their remarkable achievements. Our learners have fared
equally well in local competitions having reached the semi-

finals in the Daily News Rotary Team speaking Competition and first position in the Association of Muslim Schools
Speech Contest in both the boys’ and girls’ category.
Equally commendable, are our learners’ participation in
the various Olympiads (Maths, SAICA, SAIPA, etc).

The Junior and Senior Science Fair was indeed a display
of our learners’ talents. The various projects were of a
very high standard and we are sure that our learners will
receive more accolades in the forthcoming competitions.

Our Primary School learners were always eager to display
their talents in the various activities that were held this
term. Once again, the success of these activities was due
to the participation and support of our parents, Alhamdulillah.

To ensure that our learners are receiving a sound Islamic
education, we are constantly evaluating the Islamia
programme. The recent Imtihaan conducted gave us a
clear indication of our strengths and weaknesses.

Orient Islamic continues to sustain its performance on the
sporting front as well. Our learners have excelled in the
AMS Astro Turf Soccer Tournament, Swimming Galas and
Volleyball. We congratulate our sports Department for
their achievements.

The school’s achievements are also undoubtedly due to
the commitment of our educators. Our thanks and appreciation to all our educators for their sterling work.

The Board of Governors under the leadership of Adv.
Omar Moosa has always been providing the necessary
support and encouragement. We are indeed grateful for
their guidance and advice.

Finally, our second edition of the ORIENT EXPRESS is out.
We trust that you will enjoy reading it and welcome any
comments.

Kindly note that school reopens on Monday 16th July
2018. We wish you and your child a pleasant winter vacation.

Mr Nasser Ebrahim

Executive Headmaster
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Message from the Primary School Principal ’s Desk
Respected Parents
We have enjoyed a very serene and peaceful Ramadaan with the Grace of Allah (SWT) , we make
dua that Allah (SWT) accepts all our efforts and that you and your family had a spiritually enriching
days of
Ramadan, Aameen
Alhumdulillah…The end of the term is a good time for reflection and we have much to ponder!
What a hectic term it has been ,“eleven” weeks of fulfilling developments. We’ve enjoyed a host of
activities, a challenging academic curriculum, camaraderie on the sports field with the basketball,
netball, hockey and an extremely enriching line-up of curricular activities. Parents, thank you so
much for your ongoing support and attendance at our functions.
I would like to say “Masha-Allah ” to all the pupils One thing that really impresses me this year in is
the confidence demonstrated by our children and it makes me proud to see all happy to present in
forums such as assemblies, character portrayals, speech contests and competently communicate
this skill which will hold in great stead throughout life’s journey. A special congratulations to Haadia
Amra and Musawenkosi Mlotshwa, the Top readers of the respective phases. I would also like to extend my congratulations to Noorhan Moosa and Juwairiyah Sabat (Grade 4), Sohaib Abdelmegeed
(Grade 5) and Atiyah Limalia, Amina Gangat, Radiyah Tayob, and Mariam bibi Cassim of Grade 6
for attaining first position in the internal Science Fair.
I am also pleased that the children are displaying such good manners and I have received reports
from parents and visitors that the children greet them when they come into school, as I have always
been
impressed by the cheerful greetings extended by the pupils to myself at all times. As the
Prophet (PBUH) narrated “You will not enter Paradise until you believe, and you will not believe until
you love one another: ‘spread salaam (the greeting of peace) among you.”
We have introduced several learning initiatives .The focus on developing thinking skills with the
content that needs to be covered, as we prepare our learners to face the challenges of the future,
with skillful decision-making .The heads have championed this project and all the educators have attended a workshop for its implementation .The integration of technology across the curriculum (the
Mimio device) and the Reading Eggs have had added an element of fun in all our classrooms.
I am grateful to my team of educators who organized, directed, coached, played, performed and
supported! Every activity showed the strength of the Orient Family and May Allah Ta’ala reward you
abundantly and grant you abundant Barakah. Jazakallah Khair.
Wasaalaam

Mrs. F. Mahomed

P R I N C I PA L | P R I M A R Y S C H O O L
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Message from the Head of Islamiaat
Bi Ismihi Taala
Assalamualaikum
Respected Parents
All praise to Almighty Allah for having blessed us with the opportunity to have recently experienced
the beautiful month of Ramadaan.

The Islamiat Department recently carried out a moderation exercise with learners from Gr 3 to Gr 11.
The ten teachers who undertook the moderation are all unanimous that greater effort, interest,
enthusiasm and encouragement is needed from the parents/home when it comes to the correct and
regular recitation of the Holy Quraan.
In general the vast majority of our children are not reciting the Holy Quraan regularly, even in the
month of Quraan!
It is mandatory that we complete a total recitation of the entire Quraan Shareef at least twice a year,
once in Ramadaan and one in the remaining months of the year.
The Holy Quraan is one of the greatest miracles of Nabi Muhammad Sallalahu alayhi wasallam and a
gift for the salvation and success of mankind in general.
One of the greatest investments, we can make as parents is to ensure that our children learn to recite
the Holy Quraan correctly with its requisite rules and etiquettes of recitation.
This will indeed benefit them and us in particular when we have departed from this temporary earthly
life and we will be most in need of our children benefiting us in our graves.
Dear parents, please take this sincere advise seriously with the best of interests for our children and
implement a programme/time table at home for regular recitation of the Holy Quraan for the entire
year.
A family that prays together stays together!

May Allah Taala bless each and everyone of us with the great bounty of reciting and appreciating the
Holy Quraan!
Shukran

Maulana A.Mahomedy

H . O . D ( Is la m ic St ud i es a nd Ara b i c )
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PRE-SCHOOL
For young children, every experience or encounter presents a learning opportunity. They learn
from everything they see, do, hear, feel, smell, and taste; everyone they interact (talk, play,
laugh) with; and everywhere they go. We encourage and develop language skill and ability to
acquire vocabulary. Throughout the play and education, children learn social skills along with
how to deal with others and develop their own values.

PRE-SCHOOL EXCURSION

The Pre-School team visited Ushaka Marine World on the 12th of April 2018. They were
fascinated throughout the day and returned back rejuvenated and mesmerised. .
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LETTERLAND MARKET DAY

The Letter land Market Day held by the OIS Preschool children and mum’s has become an annual event. This was held on the 14th of May 2018. We had a great variety of items on
sale. Learners had a chance to practice economic vocabulary and courtesy whilst selling and
purchasing. Well done to all the teachers, mums and children who made this day possible!

EDUCATE AND FASCINATE—PARAMEDICS
In order to raise safety awareness amongst the Grade RR and R learners, a programme was
held by a representative from Educate and Fascinate on the 05th of June 2018. The learners enjoyed this information session thoroughly.
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PYJAMA PARTY
On the 20th of June 2018 learners in the Pre -School enjoyed a day of popcorn and
movies. This was indeed a thrill for the little ones in conjunction with a pyjama
party.

BUBBLE PARTY FUN

The Grade RR learners had a super fun-filled bubble party to celebrate their near term-end!!
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RAMADAAN GOOD DEEDS CALENDAR
Our Grade RR learners created a beautiful Ramadaan Good Deeds Calendar
through which they expressed their little acts of kindness.

BULLETIN BOARDS
The theme was Garden and insects. Masha’Allah , what beautiful Bulletin Boards.
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FOUNDATION PHASE
GRADE 1-3 EXCURSIONS

The Grades 1-3 learners ventured out on the 19th of April 2018 for their excursions. The Grade
1’s had the enthralling experience of visiting the Afresh Farm in Hillcrest. The learners enjoyed
a fabulous day out experiencing organic farming, horse grooming, pony rides and more! It was
'Afresh Adventure indeed!
From an adventure at Moses Mabhida Stadium for our little history buffs and sports stars in the
making to The Port Natal Maritime Museum and Natural Science Museum, our Grade 2 and 3
learners at OIS were captivated by the amazing voyages, dramatic tales, exhibitions and inspiring collections which all formed the basis of an unforgettable excursion.
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READERS ARE LEADERS PROGRAMME
The much loved reading collaboration between the Grade 3 and Grade R learners at O.I.S., was
well received and enjoyed by all. The Grade 3’s undertook to read and mentor the little ones as
they master their own reading skills. The monthly Programme is designed to develop leadership skills among Grade 3’s who now have the opportunity to mentor and guide the Grade R’s
on their path to becoming ardent readers while at the same time developing friendships across
the phase.
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FUN LIFESKILLS LESSON
The Foundation Phase learners had the most fun whilst creating robots for a
Life Skills lesson.
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CREATING A GARDEN
The Primary School learners created mini gardens of their own and enjoyed
learning about plant life.

EID CELEBRATIONS
Because everyone deserves an Eid treat!!!!!!
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EID CELEBRATIONS

Parent Consultations
Parent consultations were held on the 20th of June 2018 for the Grade RR-3 learners
respectively . Jazak’Allah to all the parents for making the effort to attend these meetings.
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TERM TWO AWARDS
Our Termly awards were held on the 21st of June 2018. Learners were awarded badges and
certificates for academic performance, good behavior, consistent and diligent work. A special
recognition was given to the learners that excelled in reading and spelling.
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INTERMEDIATE PHASE
IP TEAMBUILDING

The Intermediate Phase were well entertained by Beach and Bush Team Building at Mitchell
Park on the 12th April 2018. Upon arrival the learners were introduced to the instructors and divided into 14 teams. Some of the activities included paintball target shooting, a water bucket
challenge, an activity course, blindfolded croquet and a crossbow challenge. They ended with
the art challenge and a giant puzzle challenge. The learners were kept engaged at all times.
They learnt how to work as a team in order to complete tasks and accomplish goals. The winning team was awarded certificates and medals. It was indeed a day well spent.

GRADE 4 DURBAN AND DISTRICT SPEECH CONTEST
th

The Grade 4 Durban and District Speech Contest took place on the 09 of May 2018. Orient
hosted 11 schools on the day and we are exceedingly proud to have claimed both FIRST
(Atiyyah Amojee) and SECOND (Hamza Mansoor) position at this event
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INTERMEDIATE PHASE
NATURAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FAIR

Orient Islamic School hosted their annual Natural Science and Technology Expo on the 16th of
May 2018 for Grades 4-6 learners. Experiments, posters and design models were made by
learners to showcase their scientific and collaborative learning skills. We would like to
congratulate the following learners who attained first position :

Name
Noorhan Moosa and Juwairiyah Sabat

Grade
4

Sohaib Abdelmegeed
5
Atiyah Limalia, Amina Gangat, Radiyah Tayob, and 6
Mariam bibi Cassim
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INTERMEDIATE PHASE
ASSEMBLIES

Grade 5.1 learners presented their class assembly on the 10 May 2018. The two topics were
'kindness to neighbors ' and ' Ramadaan'. Amongst the presentations were a video clip , a poem and a PowerPoint enlightening our grade 4 -6 learners on how to treat our neighbors and
the remarkable things to do in the month of Ramadaan. Learners were excited to participate in
a quick quiz at the end of the assembly and won a prize for themselves.
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COMBINED EVENTS
HOOKED ON BOOKS

Once again the learners had the opportunity to view the theatrical company Hooked on Books
as part of the promotion of the Iqra Programme on the 23rd of April 2018. Two sessions were
held for the Foundation Phase and Intermediate Phase. There was great excitement as the
learners were spellbound for an hour as the actors dramatized and brought the words from six
different books to life.

BOOK CHARACTER DAY

Orient Islamic School recently held its Annual Book Character Day on the 26th of April 2018.
Indeed, it was a wonderful sight to see all the learners geared up in their costumes
representing their favourite book character. Out of the books popped Horrid Henry, Aunt
Spiker, Mrs Twit, Oliver Twist, Iron Man, Goldie Locks, Little Red Riding Hood and a host of
other characters. There was excitement in the air as each class paraded and showed off their
costumes on this exciting day.
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BOOK FAIR

OIS hosted a Book Fair by BOOKS2U and Baitul Hikmah on the 25th and 26th of April 2018. We
showcased a variety of books in the Library. Each class was allocated a time to browse through
the books at the fair. Many of the learners were inspired by the collection and purchased some
of the exciting books. This helped to promote reading and literacy in the School. Jazak’Allah to
parents who attended and supported this initiative.

WORLD
KEFFIYEH DAY
th+

May 11 is World Keffiyeh Day which is held to commemorate the Nakba. As this year, 15th
May marks the 70th anniversary of the forced displacement of over 700000 Palestinians in
1948,, we invited well known activist Nadia Meer to conscientise learners about the issues facing Palestinian youth currently. A video call was made to Janna Jehad, the 12 year old Palestinian journalist who Orient learners met last year,.and learners were able to interact with Janna.
Palestinian scarves and flag were proudly on display.

CHILD PROTECTION WEEK

“A child develops not only in school but also outside the school. We should be aware and understand their needs and we should know how to deal with them properly. Every child should
be protected.” Child Protection Week was celebrated on the 16th of May 2018. The Grades 1-4
learners were fortunate to have members of the Child welfare address them in their respective
classes.
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH, STAFFING, MARKETING AND OTHER
EXCITING NEWS
KENVILLE OUTREACH PROGRAMME

Jazak’Allah to all parents, learners and staff that contributed towards the book collection drive
for Kenville Primary. These books were handed over to the school when they joined us for the
Hooked on Books event on the 23rd of April. A special thank you to our Mums’ Committee for
arranging their meals on the day. In’Sha Allah we will continue to assist the school where possible.

SOUL2SOLE
OUTREACH PROGRAMME
th

On the 7 of May 2018, selected Grade 3,6 and 7 pupils were fortunate to distribute shoes
amongst nine needy schools in the Camperdown area. Our learners were highly praised for
their excellent conduct and humility that was displayed on the day.
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STAFFING NEWS
Mrs.Adila Khan will be embarking on journey of Hajj. Insha-Allah. We wish her a Haj Magbool
and Mabroor. We would like to extend a warm welcome to Mrs. Aisha Bhatti who will serve
vice Mrs.A.Khan during this period.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY

World Environment Day As South Africans we can all play a role in combating pollution and
preserving the environment. We at Orient Islamic are doing our bit to support
#BeatPlasticPollution.

STAFFthHAMPER DISTRIBUTION

On the 8 of May 2018, the Vallie family generously sponsored Hampers for our support staff.
This was indeed an emotional moment for the staff. Jazak’Allah to the Vallie family for this
magnanimous gesture.
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JOINT IFTHAAR PROGRAMME
A Joint Ifthaar Programme was hosted by the school and the Learner representative Council on
the 26th of May 2018 . The learners from the Islamic Guidance Centre also joined us on the
day. Jazak’Allah to all parents and learners that attended.

MY CHARITY BOX

Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him said “You will not believe until you love for your
brother what you love for yourself”
The “My Charity Box” campaign in Ramadaan got our Primary School learners personally involved in giving from their pocket money to others less fortunate. Learners are involved in all
stages of the collection. The Grade 6 learners opened the little collection boxes and counted all
money collected. “Small acts when multiplied by millions of people, CAN transform the world”
All the money that was collected from the “My Charity Box” initiative went towards purchasing
lots of treats for the less fortunate that were packaged at school with the help of our primary
school learners on the 7th of June 2018. Alhamdullilah! We are so blessed that we will be able
to put smiles on some faces this Ramadaan,InshaAllah!
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPORTS DESK
Netball
`For this year’s AMS netball, we submitted 4 teams in the ffg. divisions: u13, u15, u17, & open.
Teams played with either no reserves or 1 substitute. Training for AMS netball started in the
first term. Our girls played well, but unfortunately did not make the semifinals.

Athletics
The AMS Athletics was held this second term. We received confirmation of Anjuman hosting
the event the week we opened school. Having already committed ourselves to the volleyball
league, we were unable to send a full team to participate. We did manage to send a few
learners and they did well in their individual events. As a school, without a full team, orient was
unable to place in either the high school division or primary school.

Volleyball
Orient has entered 2 teams into the Westville volleyball league. This is the school league other
model C schools participate in. Our girls have played very well against schools like Danville,
port Shepstone and Westville. Most of our games were won by our teams, though not all.
Of 11 schools, orient placed 6th in the logs, an achievement for a school entering league for the
first time and considered unknowns. Orient has received numerous compliments from the
officials of this event on our girl’s skills and talent. One of our learners, Farah Trenor, was
selected from her games at league, to play for the u19 eThekwini team. We believe, with this
move, orient will be recognized not just within the Muslim schools, but among the other model
C schools, as a school that does take its girls sport seriously.

Games Day
Grades R-3 had their internal Games Day on Thursday 21 June 2018, at Orient Astro. The girls
played soccer, while the boys showed their talent and skill in a new code of sport, Handball.
Jazak’Allah to all parents for attending.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPORTS DESK
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MESSAGE FROM THE LIBRARIAN
READING MONTH INITIATIVE
The ‘Hooked on Books’ show forms an integral part of our reading month initiative. This year included us extending an invite to 30 learners from the Kenville Primary school. On arrival, the learners were welcomed by
our Orient learners and directed to the main hall where they were thoroughly entertained by the ‘Hooked on
Books’ Team. Thereafter, they visited the school library where an interactive discussion took place on the value of reading and the role it plays in our lives. The learners were then treated to some refreshments. After that,
we had an official handover of readers which were generously contributed by learners and parents of our
school. These readers were intended for the upgrading of the Kenville Primary school library. We wish to place
on record our sincere thanks and appreciation to the learners and parents who
contributed towards this
project. Be rest assured that the learners of Kenville Primary will
derive immense pleasure from your
gesture. It was indeed a memorable day for both the learners of our school as well as Kenville Primary.
Also, as part of the reading month initiative was the Annual Book Fair. Boasting a wide variety of both English
novels as well as Islamic books, parents and learners were spoilt for choice. A big shout out to all parents who
visited us at the Book Fair and made purchases for their children.

TOP READERS
In keeping with the theme of promoting reading, the media centre had a ‘TOP READER’ contest over the
months of April and May. The following learners walked away with the honour of being Top Readers.

FOUNDATION PHASE:

INTERMEDIATE PHASE

1ST – Haadia Amra (Gr 3.2)

1ST – Musawenkosi Mlotshwa (Gr 6.2)

2nd – Hayaat Khalifa (Gr 2.2)

2nd –Sayfullah Khan (Gr 5.1)

3rd – Amani Langry (Gr 2.2)

3rd – Suhail Shubrati (Gr 6.2)

Mariam Khan

School Librarian
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MESSAGE FROM THE SCHOOL NURSE
Winter Blues
Winter is fast approaching and some of us have a hard time both physically and mentally trying to deal with
this season. Here are five ways to make sure that, even when your body is telling you to hibernate, you can
keep healthy and fit, no matter what the weather's like.

Banish winter tiredness
Many people feel tired and sluggish during winter. This is due to the lack of sunlight, which disrupts our sleep
and waking cycles.
Try these tips:
 get outdoors in natural daylight as much as possible
 get a good night's sleep – go to bed and wake up at the same time every day
destress with exercise or meditation – stress has been shown to make you feel tired

Eat more fruit and veg
When it's cold and dark outside, it can be tempting to fill up on unhealthy comfort food. However, it's important to ensure you still have a healthy diet and include five portions of fruit and veg a day.
If you find yourself craving a sugary treat, try a juicy clementine or satsuma instead.
Winter vegetables such as carrots, parsnips, swede and turnips can be roasted, mashed or made into soup for
a comforting winter meal for the whole family. Explore varieties of fruit and veg that you may not normally eat.

Drink more milk
You are more likely to get a cold in winter, so make sure your immune system is in tip-top condition.
Milk and dairy products such as cheese, yoghurt and fromage frais are great sources of:
 protein
 vitamins A and B12
calcium, which helps keep our bones strong
Choose semi-skimmed, 1% or skimmed milk – rather than full-fat – and low-fat plain yoghurts.
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Try new activities for the whole family
Don't use the cold winter months as an excuse to stay in and lounge around. Instead, get out
with the whole family to try out a new activity –maybe ice skating, or taking a bracing winter
walk on the beach or through the park. Regular exercise helps control your weight, boost your
immune system, and is a good way to break the tension that can build if the family is constantly cooped up inside the house.
Have a hearty breakfast
Winter is the perfect season for porridge. Eating a warm bowlful on a cold morning isn't just a
delicious way to start your day, it also helps boost your intake of starchy foods and fibre.
These foods give you energy and help you feel fuller for longer, stopping the temptation to
snack mid-morning. Oats also contain lots of vital vitamins and minerals.
Make your porridge with semi-skimmed, 1% or skimmed milk, or water, and don't add sugar or
salt. Add a sliced banana, berries or other fruit for extra flavour and to help you hit your 5 A
Day target.

Rhoda Ally

School Nurse
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18 July 2018

67 minutes Madiba Outreach Programme

19 July 2018

Grade 4-6 Term End Awards

26th July 2018

Term 2 - Parent Consultation

th

AMS Volleyball

st

31 July 2018

SAASTE NST Olympiad – Final

01 August 2018

Gr 5 Speech Contest -Durban And District (Sherwood Primary)

01 August 2018

SA Maths Challenge – Final

09 -11 August 2018

AMS National Soccer

09 August 2018

Public Holiday

10 August 2018

School Holiday

14 and 15 August 2018

D.U.T Science Expo

15 August 2018

Gr 6 Speech Contest -Durban And District (NPS)

16 August 2018

Eid Meelun

22 August 2018

Eid-ul-Adha

26 August 2018

IP Speech And Drama Festival

03-07 September 2018

Spring /Arbour Week

06 September 2018

Jalsa Dress Rehearsal

06 September 2018

Jalsa - IP

07 September 2018

Jalsa—FP

08 September 2018

AMS Girls Astroturf Soccer Tournament

10-14 September 2018

Conquesta Olympiad

15 September 2018

Coastal Clean Up / Recycling Day

26 September 2018

Champion Olympiad

26 September 2018

FP Parent Consultations

27 September 2018

Excursion Gr 4 – 6 / Prefect Breakfast

27 September 2018

FP Term End Awards

28 September 2018

IP Term Awards Assembly / Term End

28 July 2018

